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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Works 

6.1. Conclusions

In this thesis, we proposed a RF-based WLAN location system.  Our main purpose is to 

reduce calibration effort in training phase without loss too much accuracy.  Furthermore, 

we eliminate the condition of AP’s position for interpolating the rest un-calibrated points in 

radio map by guessing it with large-scale fading model.  Afterward we proposed the 

system flow to describe how it works and specified each component from top to bottom.  

We also utilized HMM to model our locating system and cooperated with Baum-Welch and 

Viterbi algorithms to labeled user traces.   Refreshing radio map with labeled user trace 

nodes makes our system more reliable and robust. 

     In experimental results, we can only trained one point in each room and still 

maintained a good error distance about 2 meters.  Even if we used elder calibration points 

to do location estimation, the error distance only increased slightly.  Finally, we transplant 

whole system into two different kinds of experimental environments and analyzed the 

results which still reveals good performance on reducing calibration effort.  Besides, we 

proved the relationship between sensitivity of signal strength and distance. 
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6.2. Future Works 

The selection of APs 

When doing location estimation, we usually receive signal from all APs reached right 

now.  But, some of them are too weak to be reached every time we locating and their 

sensitivity decreased due to large distance from receiver.  So, all APs should be 

ranked according to their contribution to be referred. 

Relative locating 

Sometimes we don’t need the absolute location like a coordinate.  Finding someone is 

how far from us and which direction we should face to find him.  We call this relative 

locating which is a brand new idea of finding the relative location of two nodes for 

each other in a group.  This involves the concept of ad hoc network and sensor 

networks.


